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Introduction 
Let q be an integer and let ~q be the qth Adams operation [1], in real, com- 
plex or symplectic K-theory (for suitable q). Let G and K be one of the groups 
U, SU, Sp, O, SO, Spin. Each of the spaces F~ q is defined by means of a fibre 
square 
F~[ "tq ' EG 
(0.1) 
~q-  1 
BK ~ BG 
where ~q-  1 is a map representing the operation denoted by the same symbol so 
that, for suitable choices of q, G and K one obtains the spaces JU(q), JSU(q), 
JO(q), JO(q), JSO(q), J(q), ](q), JSpin(q), JSp(q). We have chosen the notation of 
[13] where also more details may be found. In the present paper we shall give for- 
mulas for the additive structure of the cohomology of F~ q for suitable coefficient 
rings R including the integers Z, or the integers ~'[½] localised away from 2 in the 
real cases, and also the rings 7//1, 1 > 1, where (2, l )= 1 in the real cases. 
We proceed by computing the homology of suitable 'small models' for the 
singular cochains of the spaces F~ q. We first describe these small models. 
Write A =A(F~ q) for the free strictly commutative differential graded algebra 
with generators b i and ~i, ]bil even,  1~i] = ]bi[-  1, where i runs through a subset 
of the natural numbers, with differential given by 
¢~bi = O, ¢~i = (qlOil/2 -- 1)bi 
specified as follows: 
- JU(q), q arbitrary: I bil -- 2i, i_> 1; 
- JSU(q), q arbitrary: I bil = 2i, i_> 2; 
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- JSp(q), q > 1 odd: [bi[ - 4i, i > 1; 
- JO(q), JSO(q),J(q),J(q),JSpin(q),q> 1: Ibil =4i, i>_ I. 
We shall write AJU(q), AJSU(q) etc. as appropriate, when we wish to distinguish 
in notation between the various spaces F~ q. Each algebra A(F~ q) admits the 
usual Serre filtration; this is the filtration by degree in the elements of the 
subalgebra (say) P generated by the bi's, cf. Section 2 below. The corresponding 
spectral sequence will be referred to as the Serre spectral sequence for A(F~tq). 
Theorem A. The cohomology of  F~ q with coefficients in a ring R where 2 is 
assumed invertible in the real cases is additively isomorphic to the homology o f  the 
algebra AF~ q. Furthermore the isomorphism can be constructed in such a way 
that the following hold: 
(i) Under the obvious identification of  H*BK with P the H*BK-module struc- 
ture of  H*F~ q coming from the projection corresponds to the P-module structure 
of  HAF~ q inherited from the obvious P-module structure on AFT tq. 
(ii) The rule ~i~)ti ,  bi~O, yields a morphism AFTU4~H*G of  differential 
graded algebras o that the induced map on homology corresponds to the map 
H*F~ q ~ H*G coming from the inclusion of  the fibre; here 2i is the multiplicative 
generator of  H*G that transgresses, in the cohomology of  G--*EG-,BG, to the ith 
Chern or Pontrjagin class as appropriate, and H*G is viewed as a differential grad- 
ed algebra with zero differential. 
(iii) For a suitable filtration of  H 'F7  tq, the associated graded algebra is as an 
algebra isomorphic to HAF~ q. 
(iv) The isomorphism identifies the Serre spectral sequence for AF~ q with the 
cohomology Serre spectral sequence of  F~ q. 
It is clear that Theorem A also yields complete information for JO(q) (away 
from 2). For when q is even, JO(q) is pathwise connected and the obvious maps 
JSpin(q)--* JSO(q) and JSO(q)~ JO(q) are homotopy equivalences; when q is odd, 
JO(q) has two path components which are homotopy equivalent, and the obvious 
map JO(q)~ JO(q) identifies JO(q) with the zero component of JO(q). 
Theorem A is not as new as it might appear to be at first glance. The only really 
new things are the observation that the usual restriction to rings R which are prin- 
cipal ideal domains or at least Noetherian is unnecessary, and also a change of odd 
degree generators which provides the concise description of the differential. I have 
been informed by J. Stasheff that this change of generators i related with an old 
observation of him. Theorem A heavily relies on results of Husemoller, Moore and 
Stasheff [28], Gugenheim and May [17], Munkholm [40] and Wolf [48] related with 
the Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence. In Section 1 the corresponding material will 
be reviewed and a proof of Theorem A will be sketched. 
It is perhaps worthwhile to mention that a statement sharper than (ii) in Theorem 
A can be given, to be phrased in terms of suitable H*G-comodule structures; this 
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sharper statement would be too complicated at this stage and will be given as 
Addendum 1.1. 
For convenience, from Section 2 on we consider the slightly more general case of 
an algebra A of the above kind, defined abstractly by generators and a suitable dif- 
ferential, more general than that needed for AF~ q. In Section 2 we describe this 
algebra A and construct certain cycles (~m,t) and boundaries ~rl~m,t) in it where l 
denotes the characteristic of R (i.e. the smallest number 1 such that I. 1 = 0) and 
where m runs through monomials in the generators of A. These lead to formulas 
for the homology of such an algebra, given in Theorem 2.1, and hence for the ad- 
ditive structure of the cohomology of F~ q, provided the ground ring R is either 
torsion free as abelian group or satisfies a certain innocent hypothesis pelt out as 
(2.1) below. The cohomology classes [(tm,0)] may be viewed as universal char- 
acteristic zero classes and, for l>  1, the classes [(~m,t)] may be viewed as universal 
rood l classes. We mention that for F~Uq the cycles (tm, t) in the corresponding 
algebra AF~ q can be viewed as cocycles for F~ q in a sense explained in Adden- 
dum 1.2. 
At the end of Section 2 we sketch a proof of the special case of Theorem 2.1 where 
the ground ring R is torsion free as abelian group. Although the proof of the general 
case given in Section 3 includes this special case we thought it worthwhile to indicate 
the special case; it is very simple and uses the KiJnneth Theorem only. 
It is clear that formulas for H(A, M)  for arbitrary coefficients M are now 
available by means of the universal coefficient theorem. The disadvantage of such 
formulas is that they do not exhibit cycles which represent classes in the torsion part 
Tot(HA, M) when this does not vanish. We now explain how this difficulty is 
overcome. 
When e.g. R = Z/l ,  I not a prime, then 77/l is not a domain and it is not clear to 
what extent a Kiinneth argument is available to verify that the cycles ff~m,t) and 
boundaries t~e~m,t) yield all of the asserted homology. On the other hand, the re- 
quisite calculation to verify this is nicely organised by the Serre spectral sequence 
for A; we shall describe it completely in Section 3. In view of Theorem A we thereby 
obtain a complete description of the additive structure of H*F~ q in terms of 
generators and relations where the generators come from somewhat explicit 
cocycles, and also of the cohomology Serre spectral sequence of F~ q. Apart from 
the fact that the explicit additive structure of the cohomology of F~ q is needed in 
[21] in order to determine the k-invariants of F~ q in the complex and symplectic 
cases we think a complete description of a non-collapsing Serre spectral sequence 
to be interesting in its own right. 
We now explain to what extent our results go beyond what is already in the 
literature. It is well known that the spaces F~ q are closely related with the J: 
homomorphism, see e.g. [34, p. 107 and p. 240], or [33, p. 181]. With mod I coeffi- 
cients, I an odd prime, our calculations somewhat come down to or rather are closely 
related with the additive part of a calculation of H*(Bj, Z / l )  due to Stasheff [46]. 
Further, Theorem A immediately yields the additive structure of H*(F~ q, 21/1) for 
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a prime 1 which is not 2 in the real cases, as given in [13,44]. Moreover it is clear 
that the rational cohomology of F~ q is trivial; notice that in our approach there is 
no need to appeal to Serre class theory. A computation of the cohomology of the 
spaces F~ q, localised at an odd prime l, has been given by Lance [30], for modt 
coefficients and also with the integers localised at l as coefficients. Fiedorowitz and 
Priddy [13] gave a calculation of the integral cohomology of F~ q alSO but their 
result is incomplete as a comparison with the rood I results via the Bockstein exact 
sequence for 
1 
O--, Z ' , 7/--, 7/ /1~0 
shows; the classes missing in their approach are in fact provided by the construction 
of homology classes in Section 2 below. Thus our contribution in the present paper 
should be viewed mainly as a substantial improvement in the calculations in that we 
succeeded in doing direct integral calculations and, for an arbitrary number 1, mod 1 
calculations, culminating in simple and explicit formulas, rather than collating p- 
primary information for varying primes p. Moreover, in our approach the various 
spaces F~ q are treated in a uniform manner. 
When q is a prime power, in view of the relationship between F~P q and the in- 
finite classical groups explained in [13,14, 43,44], the present paper also yields the 
additive structure of the cohomology of these groups. Away from the characteristic 
this description can be extended to the finite classical groups in view of Friedlander's 
results in [14]; we hope to return to this in [23]. 
Apart from (i) and (iii) in Theorem A above, nothing has been said about the 
multiplicative structure so far. We only mention here that in [22] we obtained a 
result a consequence of which is the following. 
Theorem B. When 2 is invertible in the ground ring then H*F~ 'q is as an algebra 
isomorphic to HA(F~q). 
With mod l coefficients for an odd prime I this comes down to the corresponding 
results of Quillen [43,44] and Fiedorowicz and Priddy [13], and it is of course com- 
patible with Stasheff's calculation of H*(Bj, 7//l) [46] but nothing seems to have 
been known before for coefficient rings other than fields. At the prime 2 a statement 
of the kind given in Theorem B would certainly be false, see [44, p. 565, Remark 
1]. Yet it is possible to describe, at least in the complex and symplectic ases, the 
correct multiplicative structure for an arbitrary ground ring in terms of an ap- 
propriate new multiplication rule in the algebra AF~ q which arises from the old 
one by a 'perturbation'. This will be carried out in [26]. We only announce the result 
for JU(q) here: 
Theorem C. The cohomology H*JU(q) is as an algebra isomorphic to the homology 
algebra o f  the algebra A'JU(q) which coincides with the algebra AJU(q) save that 
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the squares of the odd degree generators ~i are non-zero and given by 
~2 = ( (q i _  q i -  l )/2)(b2i - 1 + b2i- 2bl + "'" + bibi -1) .  
Notice that Theorem C is consistent with the remark of Quillen [44] cited before. 
It is now time for some acknowledgements: I am grateful to E. Fadell; he en- 
couraged me to carry out the project at an early stage. Part of the paper was written 
during a stay at the Forschungsinstitut fiir Mathematik der Eidgen6ssischen Tech- 
nischen Hochschule Ziirich, and I am grateful to it for financial support. Moreover 
it is a pleasure to thank the people there, especially B. Eckmann, P.J. Hilton and 
G. Mislin for their stimulating interest. I benefitted from several discussions with 
J. Moore. I had some correspondence with P. May and J. Stasheff. Their comments 
were very helpful and led to numerous improvements. Finally I thank the Deutsche 
Forschungsgemeinschaft for financial support. 
1. Review of some known results, and proof of Theorem A 
Throughout R denotes a commutative ring with 1. Homology and cohomology 
with coefficients in R will be denoted by H, (  - ), H*( - ) etc. unless the contrary is 
admitted explicitly. 
Since the spaces F~ Iq are defined by means of a fibre square (0.1), the 
cohomology H*(F~ q) is additively isomorphic to the corresponding torsion pro- 
duct TorH.Bc(H*BK, R) where the prime 2 is assumed invertible in R in the real 
cases. For H*BK and H*BG are polynomial algebras on countably many generators 
concentrated in even degrees (here the hypothesis that 2 is invertible in the real cases 
comes into play) and hence the theorem spelt out in the introduction of Munkholm 
[40] applies, at least when R is a principal ideal domain; together with a suitable 
limit argument, communicated to me by P. May, one can alternatively employ [17, 
Theorem B] provided the ground ring is Noetherian. We shall show below that ac- 
tually the ring R may be taken arbitrary save that 2 is assumed invertible when 
necessary. The 'collapsing theorem' of [28, Theorem IV.8.2] cannot be applied 
directly since the embedding HC G (notation as in [28]) plays a r61e there; however, 
as I have been informed by J. Moore, their main argument which is given in terms 
of 'quasi-commuted coalgebras' can be extended by means of the Eilenberg-Zilber 
theorem in such a way that it also applies to a fibre square of the kind (0.1), perhaps 
again under a suitable hypothesis for R. (In the approach of [28] to the cohomology 
of homogeneous spaces of certain Lie groups the ground ring R is in fact arbitrary.) 
Presumably the results of Wolf [48] cannot be applied directly either since in Wolf's 
approach to the cohomology of homogeneous spaces of the kind G/H again the 
geometry of the embedding HC G plays a r61e. A comparison of these four ap- 
proaches to the 'collapsing theorem' has been given by P. May in his review [35] 
on Wolf's paper [48]. It is perhaps clarifying to remark that the cited results are not 
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just collapse theorems; in fact, more than collapse of the corresponding Eilenberg- 
Moore spectral sequence isproved, and this should be clear from the present discus- 
sion. We indicate this by using quotation marks. 
The isomorphism between H*(F~P q) and TorH.BG(H*BK, R) can be constructed 
in such a way that it is compatible with some more structure; we now explain this. 
Since H*BG is a polynomial algebra on even degree generators, H*G is an ex- 
terior algebra on corresponding odd degree generators. Moreover the multiplication 
map turns H*G into a coalgebra, in fact a Hopf algebra. It follows that the 
geometric bundle structure of G~F~ q--'BK induces a structure of a graded left 
H*BK-module right H*G-comodule on H*(F~q). 
The torsion product TorH.8o(H*BK, R) can be computed as the homology of the 
complex H*BK®H,BC K(H*BG); here K(H*BG) denotes the assembled complex 
of the Koszul resolution of the ground ring R over H*BG, and H*BK is of course 
given a structure of a right H*BG-module by means of (~q- 1)*:H*BG ~H*BK. 
The complex H*BK®H,BcK(H*BG ) has an obvious structure of a differential 
left H*BK-module. It also admits an induced structure of a right H'G-co- 
module since its underlying raded module simply reads H*BK®H*G and this 
H*G-comodule structure is compatible with the differential. We only mention 
at this point that in fact H*BK®H,BcK(H*BG) may be written as a twisted 
tensor product H*BK®tH*G for a suitable twisting cochain t:H*G~H*BK 
[16, 18,28,40] but we shall not use this fact. It is exploited in [22]. It follows that 
H(H*BK®H,BaK(H*BG))=TOrH,sc(H*BK, R) inherits a structure of a graded 
left H*BK-module right H*G-comodule. 
We now introduce the usual Serre filtration in H*BKQH,n~K(H*BG): this is 
the filtration by degree in the elements of H*BK. It yields a Serre spectral sequence 
in the standard way. In order to relate this with F~ q we recall E.H. Brown's 
twisted Eilenberg-Zilber theorem [6], see also [7; 16]. In the present situation this 
theorem says that the normalised singular chains of F~ q are chain equivalent to a 
twisted tensor product BK®¢ G by a chain equivalence which preserves a certain 
amount of structure so that in particular the Serre spectral sequence for the fibration 
G ~F~ q ~BK can be defined by means of the Serre filtration on BK®¢ G, see e.g. 
[32, §32]; here a space, its total singular simplicial set and the corresponding nor- 
malised chain complex are denoted by the same symbol. 
The isomorphism between * (F~ q) and TorH,BG(H*BK, R) can be constructed 
in such a way that it is compatible with the left H*BK-module right H*G-comodule 
structures and with the Serre spectral sequences. This is hidden in the statement 
"H*E'=TOrH,B(H*X,H*E) as graded module" of [40] given in the theorem in 
the introduction and in the statement "H*E=TOrH,~(R,H*BH) as a graded R- 
module" given in Theorem B of [17], or rather in the proofs thereof given in the 
cited references, see e.g. [17, p. 24] or the proof of [40, Theorem 7.1]. In fact, 
basically the arguments come down to constructing an equivalence between the dual 
of BK®~ G and H*BK®H.BGK(H*BG) that is compatible with all the above ex- 
plained structure. This equivalence is not given just by a single map. It consists of 
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several maps and may be depicted by a sequence of arrows of the kind 
(BK ®¢ G )* ,-- . ---, . ~ H*BK ®I4,sc K(H*BG ) (1.1) 
each arrow being an honest map that is both a homology isomorphism and compati- 
ble with the structure. This is perhaps best explained in the proof of [28, Theorem 
IV 8.2] although this theorem is not directly applicable to our problem, as observed 
earlier. 
Actually, given a fibre square of the kind (0.1) it is possible to construct a 'small 
model' for the singular chains of the fibre. While this approach as a long history -
it starts with Cartan's little constructions, see e.g. [39], apparently in the cited 
references there was no need to phrase the 'collapse theorem' in terms of small 
models although these are lurking behind the arguments in the proofs. We have 
given a construction of such a small model in [22]; Theorem A is an immediate con- 
sequence of the construction, for an arbitrary ground ring R. However, we shall give 
below a simple argument to verify that R may be arbitrary; together with a change 
of odd degree generators, a proof of the theorem will thereby be given by appealing 
to the appropriate results in the literature, and Theorem A alone would not justify 
a new theory to handle the small models. The advantage of the small models 
becomes clear in the study of the effect of a morphism of fibre squares of the kind 
(0.1) on the homology and cohomology of the fibres. An investigation of the 
diagonal map in [22] along these lines leads in fact to a proof of Theorem B. 
Proof of Theorem A. In view of the above discussion, the cohomology of F~ q is 
the homology of the chain complex H*BK®H.86 K(H*BG).  This follows from the 
results in the cited references when the ground ring R is a principal ideal domain 
or at least Noetherian. We now explain how it may be deduced from this in case 
R is arbitrary save that 2 is assumed invertible when necessary; for the moment we 
write H*( ) etc. for cohomology with 7/or Z[½] coefficients as appropriate. 
Since the integral homology of F~P q or with 7/[½] coefficients i of finite type, for 
each n_> 0 the usual universal coefficient exact sequence 
0 ---, (HnF~ q ) ® R ~ H n (F~ q, R) ~ Tor(H n + 1F~q, R) ~ 0 
is available; the corresponding universal coefficient exact sequence for C= 
H*BK ®H.sG K(H*BG ) reads 
0-* (H_,,C) ®R ~ H_n(C, R)"* Tor(H_ n_ I C, R) ~ 0 
where the complex C is regraded in lower indices in the standard way. Now each 
arrow in (1.1) is compatible with the corresponding universal coefficient exact se- 
quences whence Hn(F~gq, R) and H_,,(C, R) can be identified for each n_>0, by a 
standard five Lemma argument. Hence the homology of H*BK®z-I.SC K(H*BG) is 
the cohomology of F~ q for arbitrary R save that 2 is assumed invertible when 
necessary. 
We now relate the object H*BK®n.sc  K(H*BG) with the algebra in Theorem 
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A. It will suffice to consider the case JU(q); for clarity we continue to write G and 
K when necessary. 
Recall that H*BU is the polynomial algebra P = P[cl, c2, ... ] on the Chern classes 
ci, Icil =2i, i_>l, and that H*U is the exterior Hopf algebra A=A[21,22,. . . ]  
primitively generated by exterior generators 21,22, ... so that 2,- transgresses in the 
cohomology of the corresponding universal bundle to ci. The chain complex which 
underlies H*BK®H.BC K(H*BG) can be described as that which underlies the free 
strictly commutative differential graded algebra generated by 2 l, c~, A2, c2, etc., with 
differential J given by ¢~ci:O , ¢~2 i =(~ r-lq- 1)*Ci; moreover the obvious H*BK= 
P-module structure and the obvious H*G = A-co-module structure on this algebra 
are the same as those described previously on H*BK®~I.na K(H*BG). One can in 
fact describe the latter directly in this way. We now introduce new odd degree 
generators ~1, ~2, --- in this algebra and thereby verify that it is actually the algebra 
AJU(q). 
Since for i_> 1, (~lq)*ci=qici, t is well known (see e.g. [13 p. 25] where this is 
explained for the Pontrjagin classes) that 
(~q-1)*ci= ~, qacax(cZ) (1.2) 
a+fl=i 
where X :H*BU~H*BU is induced by multiplication with -1 on complex K- 
theory. Inductively 2; is given by 
0= ~ cax(c#) (1.3) 
a+ fl=i 
(this is in fact (1.2) with q= 1). Now define inductively new odd degree generators 
~l =21, 
~2 = 22 -- X(Cl)~l, 
~i = 2 i  - X (c l  )~-  i - X (c2)~i -  2 . . . . .  x(c~_ ~)~l .
It is clear that the Chern classes ci together with these ~'s are also multiplicative 
generators of AJU(q). By induction on i it is straightforward to verify that ~i  = 
(qi-1)ci. Hence H*JU(q) is additively isomorphic to HAJU(q). The same 
arguments show that H*(F~ q) is additively isomorphic to H(AF~ q) for the other 
spaces F~ q. 
Assertion (i) is clear in view of the above discussion. Assertion (iii) is a special 
case of statement (iii) in the theorem in the introduction in [40], and also of Cor- 
ollary 3.5 of [17]. Assertion (iv) has already been dealt with in the discussion 
preceding this proof; for the change of  odd degree generators has no effect on the 
Serre filtration. 
Finally we give the statement already alluded to as being sharper than assertion 
(ii): 
Addendum 1.1. Under the isomorphism between H*(F~I 'q) and H(AFg *q) the 
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H*G-comodule structure of H*(F~ q) coming from the geometric bundle structure 
is identified with the H*G-comodule structure on H(AF~P q) = TorH,Bc(H*BK, R) 
explained above. 
The proof of assertion (ii) now comes down to the observation that, e.g. in case 
F~[ tq= JU(q), the generators 2i and ~i are congruent in AJU(q) modulo the ideal 
generated by the Chern classes. The proof of Theorem A is now complete. [] 
Addendum 1.2. Under the equivalence (1.1) cycles in the algebra AFT tq can be 
"traced back" to cocycles for F~ q provided singular cocycles for the algebra 
generators of H*BK and H*G are known. 
2. The f i ltered a lgebra A(C, n) 
Let C= {Cl, c2, ... } be a positively graded set concentrated in even degrees o 
that Icj+,l > Icjl, where ] ] denotes the degree function, and let n=(n l ,  n 2, . . .)  be 
a sequence of integers. The notation C has been chosen since for JU(q) the members 
of C will be the Chern classes. Define a free strictly commutative differential graded 
algebra A =A(C, n) over R with generators Cl, (1, c2, (2, .--, I il = Icil - 1, and with 
differential g given by 
t~C i = O, t~i = nici, i >_ 1. 
For/~ > 1 let A 2u- 1 = A 2u be the ideal in A generated by the monomials of degree 
>2g in the members of C. It is clear that 6A2Uc_ A 2u, and so we get a filtered 
algebra 
A =A°DA 1 =A2DA 3 =A43 "'" =A2UDA 2u+l = "'" 
This is the Serre filtration of A. 
Write M for the set of monomials 
m=cia...cC~e...~, a<- - -<y ,  0<'"<r ,  
where the empty monomial is included, and denote by M~ the subset of those 
m~M having the property that a<O whenever ~'s occur in m; moreover, given 
m~M,  let 
s(m)=ilca[+'"+jlcrl, t(m)= I ol + ' "+ 
the pair [s(m), t(m)] is the bidegree of m and Iml =s(m)+ t(m) its total degree. For 
j, u>0 write A zu for the submodule of A j generated by monornials m EMOA j of 
total degree u. Now, given r, s, t > 0, let 
7~t= {a~A~S+t; Oa6AS+r, s+t+l }, 
gs+t(AS)= ~t= {a EA~S+t;  6a = 0}. 
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Final ly ,  for m ~ M and 1 > 0 write 
o(m, n, l) = o(m, l) = (na, ... , ny, no,... ,  n~, l) 
where (.- .)  denotes the greatest common divisor of  the indicated numbers  and where 
m = c~. . -c~o. . -~  as before; if l=  0 we shall occasional ly write o(m)= o(m, 0). 
Let 1 denote the characteristic of  the ring R; this is the smallest number 1 such 
that  l- 1 = 0 ~ R. We shall  now present an inductive construct ion:  if  l >0,  for each 
m e M while if /=0 ,  only for each m e Moo there will be given a cycle ((re, t) 
zs+t(A s) and a chain 
~s-  Icy),t + Icyl - 1 
Tl(m,1) ~ Ic~l 
such that 
t~Vl(m, l) = o(m, l)((m ' l); 
~s, t  i ~{o {r, and the notat ion - r  , etc. will be- here s = s(m), t = t(m) and m = ca . . . . . .  
come clear in Section 3 below. In the sequel when we write rl(m,t)e2 s- Ic, I,t+ Icy1-1 
etc.,  then m, s, t and y are always tacit ly assumed related in the way just explained. 
The inductive construct ion proceeds as fol lows: 
- m=c~,  k>_ l ,  a>_ l :  
:=  
Choose numbers a = at,n,O and b = b(m,O so that 
al+ bn a = (/, na); 
if  l = 0 let bm= b(m, 0) -- b = 1 and a = O. 
Put  
r/(m, 0 := bc~- 1¢ a. 
- m=(o ,  Q>__I, 1>0:  
l 
((m,l) "= (l, ne) Go, 
q(m, 1) : = O. 
- m=m'~ u, m'=c i " ' c~o ' "~r ,  a<- - -<?<U,  O<- - .<t</ t ,  
where m'  is assumed non-empty .  Put  
o(m', l) 
((re'O:= o(m,l) ((m't)~U+(--1)lm'[-1 nu o(m, l) rl(m" OCu; 
Tl(m,l ) :=  Tl(m. l)~u. 
- m=m'Cku, k>_l, m'=c i . . . c J¢o . . .¢  ~, a<- - -<?<g,  O<. - .<z< u. 
Choose numbers  a = a(m,t) and b = b(m,O so that 
ao(m', l) + bn u = o(m, 1) ( = (o(m', l), nu)); 
i f  o(m', l )=o(m, l )  take a= 1 and b=0.  
Put  
r/(m, 0 : = atl(m, t)cku + ( -  1) Ira'] b((m,, ' )d - '  ~u" 
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Notice that, in the last two cases, m eM= implies rn'eM~, and so the inductive cons- 
i truction works for 1=0 equally well; moreover, rn'cku really means c a -.. ~cuk~-.-¢~ 
but writing , k m c u instead does not cause problems ince I Cul is an even number. It 
is straightforward to check that the ((m,l) and ?l(m,l) have the desired properties. 
Consider now the following property which we shall require for the coefficient 
ring R: 
Given numbers k > 0 and t _> 0, the kernel of the R/t-module 
homomorphism R/ t~R/ t  which is multiplication by k, is 
the principal ideal in R/t  generated by (l, t)/(k, l, t), where as 
before 1 is the characteristic of R. 
(2.1) 
It is clear that any principal ideal domain and its quotients modulo a number I have 
this property; in particular this is true of the integers E and of any quotient ring Z/I, 
and also of any field. On the other hand, e.g. the ring 7//,o2× Z/p where p is a 
prime number does not have this property. 
Theorem 2.1. Suppose ither that the underlying abelian group of R is torsion free 
or that R satisfies (2.1), where I is the characteristic of R as before. Then HA(C, n) 
is additively generated by the classes 
[((m, l)1 ~ HlmlA(C, n) 
and has defining relations 
o(m, l)[~(m,l) ] = 0 
where m ~M if 1>0 and m ~M= if 1=0. 
This theorem yields the universal characteristic zero and mod I classes for 
H*(F7 'q) as promised in the Introduction; in the real cases we take R=7/[½], or 
R=Z/ I  where l>0 and where (2,1)= 1. 
We now indicate a proof in the special case when the underlying abelian group 
of R is torsion free. In view of the universal coefficient theorem it then suffices to 
consider the case R = Z. The proof in the general case will be given in the next 
section. 
By construction, the algebra A =A(C, n) decomposes into a tensor product 
A =A(1)®A(2)Q-. -  
where A(k) is generated by ck and ~k, and has differential given by 5c~=0, 
5~k=nkck, k>_l. We now write, for k>_l, A(k)=A(1)®A(2)®...®A(k); then 
A = ~A (k), and we may argue by induction on k. We employ the standard tech- 
nique which yields the proof of the Ktinneth theorem (see e.g. [31, p. 166]). It will 
be convenient to regrade the complexes involved by lower indices A,, =A-n etc., so 
that the differential then has degree -1.  Moreover, we shall write (,, and o(m) 
rather than ((m.0) and o(m, 0). 
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Suppose by induction that A (h) has homology as stated, k_>l. Now 
A(h+l)=A(h)®A(k+l). Regard the cycles C=C(A(k+I))  and the boundaries 
B=B(A(k+ 1)) of A(k+ 1) as complexes with zero differential, and, writing Dj = 
Dj(A(k+ 1))=Bj_I(A(k+ 1)), regrade the boundaries o that the exact sequence 
K 
O~C ,A(k+ 1)--*D-* 0 
of complexes results. Since A (h) is a free complex, 
A(k)@X A(k  + O~ A(h)®C ~)--, A(h)®D-* 0 
is also an exact sequence of complexes. Its homology exact sequence, where D is 
rewritten as Dj = Bj_ 1, reads 
• ..--,(HA(h))®B--, (HA(h))Q C ~HA (h + 1) ~ (HA(h))®B ~ (HA(h))® C--,... 
and from this one deduces the Kfinneth formula 
0 ~ (HA(h))@HA(k + 1) ~ HA (h+ 1) . .~  Tor(HA (h), HA(k + 1)) ~ 0 
in the standard way. It is clear that the classes [(m], where m runs through mono- 
mials in the generators of A (h+ 1) that lie in M~ and do not involve ~h+ 1, generate 
the isomorphic image of HA(h)®HA(k+ 1) in HA (h+l), and so they have the 
asserted orders and there are no further relations among them. We shall show that 
the images of the classes [(m], where m runs through monomials in the generators 
of A (h+l) that lie in M= and do involve (h+l, generate Tor(HA(h),HA(k+ 1)) and 
have the asserted orders. 
The cycles C= {Cj} and the boundaries B= {Bj} constitute graded submodules 
of A(k+ 1), concentrated in even degrees, so that, for j> l ,  C_jIc~.,I=E(~+I> 
and B_jlck+~ j =7/(n/c+lC~k+l ). Let m =m'~h+ 1, where m' is a monomial in M= that 
involves only the generators of A ¢k). By construction, 
o(m') 1)lm'l- 1 n,+_._~l 
(m -- o(m-----) ~m'~k +1 -4- (-- o(m) rlra'Ck + 1, 
and therefore [~m] goes under HA(k+I)-*(HA(k))®B to 
nk+ lCk+l. The latter is a generator of 
(o(m')/o(m))[(m,] ® 
Tor(7//o(m'), 7//nk + 1) C Tor(HA (k), HA (k + 1)) 
where Z/o(m') is the direct summand in HA (k) generated by [(m'], and Z/nk+ 1 that 
in HA(k+ 1) generated by ck+ 1 . It follows that [(m] has order o(m). A similar argu- 
ment shows that if rn=rn'c~+ 1, with m' as in the case just treated, the class [~m] 
has order o(m) and it is clear that the images of these classes [(m] where m does in- 
volve ~,+1 generate Tor(HA (k), HA(k+ 1)). Finally, it is clear that there are no fur- 
ther relations among the generators of HA (k+l). This proves the theorem in the 
special case. 
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3. The Serre spectral sequence for  A 
The Serre filtration on A = A(C, n) gives rise to a spectral sequence in the standard 
way, referred to henceforth as the Serre spectral sequence of A. For later reference, 
we briefly recall its construction. 
Write E 0 = ~] Eo 2v for the associated graded algebra where EZoV= A 2V/A 2~ ÷1, and 
denote by rt=rt2V'A 2v~E 2~ the canonical projection. It is clear that n is an 
isomorphism for the underlying algebras, and the differential do induced by ~ on 
Eo is zero. We write Cl, ~1, c2, (2, --- for the generators of Eo also, by abuse of nota- 
tion, and likewise we write m =n(m) for rneM. Now, for r, s, t_>0, write 
~s,t  = {a EA s's+t, ~a EA s+r's+t+ 1 }, 
j~s,t x~s- r+ l , t+r -2  OAs- r+ l , s+t - lNAS,  S+t 
2~ t= {a~AS'S+t; f ia=0} : ZS+t(AS), 
~s,t_~Ao, s+t-lf)AS, S+t Bs+t(A)NAS, s+t, 
ZSr ,t = gLr-'~s' t, l:fs, t _ _~s ,  t 7s, t = T~Loo--"~s" t, igts, t ._ _r~s, t 
~r ~ l tDr  , ~¢o  ~oo 7[ l~ao , 
HS, t= im[HS+t(AS)--.HS+t(A)] = 2s=t/~ t.
s,t l~S,t This yields, in the standard way, the spectral sequence (Er ,dr) where = 
t-'*l~s+r't-r+l is induced by 6. Furthermore, the induced --rT~S't /Rs't" ~r  and dr: E s' ~r 
filtration 
HS+t(A)  =nO,  s+tDn l ,  s+t - 1 ~ ... DHS,  tDHS+ 1,t- l ~ ... ~ns+t ,  oDHs+t+ 1,-1 = 0 
has factors HS't/HS+1't-lwhich are canonically isomorphic to ~ool:iTs't : ~ooTs't/Rs't.~=, the 
isomorphisms being induced by the obvious epimorphisms zs+t (zs ) " '~Z~ t. Since 
the filtration is finite in each degree the spectral sequence converges finitely. 
Since the differential ~ on A raises the filtration degree always by an even number 
the odd degree differentials dl, d3, ds,.., etc. are all zero, and, for v_  1, Zr 2~- 1,t= 
Z2V, t n2~-~,t= n2v, t, etc. Hence it will suffice to restrict attention to even filtration 
degrees; we shall write Zzv, t, BE v,t, etc. Moreover, it is clear that 
El =E2= ... =Eic, land that the first non-zero differential is encountered on Eic, l. 
It will be convenient to introduce some more notation: For p> 0 let 
Mu={m~M:  if some ~v, v<#,  occurs in m then also some c<~}; 
this yields the descending sequence M = M 13 M2 D.--and M= = ["] M u. Moreover, 
for m eM write e(o,m ) = e(1 ,m ) = m; this notation seems fuzzy at the moment but will 
be useful later. Next, given l_>0,/1 >0 and m e M we write 
o(/z, rn, l) = (n~, ..., np, n~,, ..., n~, l) 
where c a, ..., ca, ~ ,  . . . ,~,  are the generators in m so that/~</z and q/</a, and we 
write 
o(~,, m, 1)- ... • o(0, m, 1) 
0(/z, m, l) = 
o(~u + 1, re, l ) . . . . ,  o(p + 1,m,l) " 
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then o(oo, m, l )=  o(m, l), and likewise we write 
O(m, l) = 0(oo, m, l) and O(m) = 0(oo, m, 0). 
Finally, for meM we denote by to(p, m) the number of ~, 's  in m with ~<p;  as 
before, we write to(m)= 09(o0, m). 
In order to exhibit the multiplicative structure of the Serre spectral sequence 
(ESr ,t, dr), which is inherited from the multiplicative structure of A,  we need an ad- 
ditional function tr which is defined as follows: Given two monomials m 1 and m 2 
in M so that the ( ' s  occurring in ml and m2 are distinct from each other, juxtaposi- 
tion yields a monomial  mira2, and there is a unique monomial re(l,2 ) in M so that 
m l m2 = ( -  1 )a(mj'mz)m(1 ' 2) in E o. 
Theorem 3.1. Suppose the ring R satisfies (2.1) where as before l denotes the 
characteristic o f  R. Let p > O. Then the fol lowing hold: 
(i) For each m e M u or m e M, according as l=0  or l>0 ,  respectively, Eic A has 
~ES, t = ZS, t/BS, t an additive generator e(u.m ) lea lea lea which is the image o f  
O(p, m, l)eo, m) E Z s' t 7s ,  t lea C ~lcal = z~'t ;  
here s =s(m) and t = t(m). 
(ii) For each m ~ M u or m ~ M as appropriate so that c~'s and ~ "s with fl < p 
and qJ < p occur in m, ElcA has a defining relation 
o(p, m, l )e~ m) = O. 
(iii) The differential d[c~i maps each e(u" m) tO zero i f  ~u does not occur in m; i f  
m = ci ... c~o ... ~u ... ~ ,  
then dlc A maps e(u "m) to 
(-- 1)~°(U" m) nue~ urn) 
where 
here denotes deletion o f  the corresponding symbol and c u has perhaps to be 
moved more to the left but writing pm as above does not cause problems. 
(iv) EIcA+I=EIcA+2= . . . .  Eic~+ll, and the next non-zero differential is en- 
countered on Eic~+ll. 
(v) I f  m I and m E are members o f  M u or M as appropriate so that the ~'s in m 1 
and m E are distinct f rom each other, then 
0(11, ml,  l)O(g, m E, 1) 
(-- 1) tr(mb m2)e(g ' toO,2) 
e(~ml)e(~'m2) = O(g, toO,2), l) 
while eo~ m,)eo~ m2) is zero otherwise. 
In order to prove this we need the following two lemmata. 
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Lemma 3.2. Let R be a ring o f  characteristic l that satisfies (2.1). Then given 
numbers k > 0 and t >_ O, multiplication with b = (l, t)/(k, 1, t) induces an isomorphism 
(l, t) 
R / (k ,  t) ~ ~ R / t  
(k, l, t) 
of  R/t-modules.  
Proof.  By assumption, multiplication with b on R/ t  has kernel ((l, t)/(b, 1, t))R/t.  
However, (b,/, t) = b, and so (l, t)/(b, 1, t) = (k, 1, t). But modulo 1 the number (k,/, t) 
is a multiple of (k, t) and hence (k, l, t)R = (k, t)R. [] 
Lemma 3.3. For each m e Mo~ or m ~M,  according as l=0  or l>0, the cycle 
((m,O ~ 2~ t goes to O(m, l)eo, m) ~ Z~ 't under the canonical map. 
Proof.  We argue by induction as in the inductive construction of the ((m,I)- 
It is clear that each m=c~, a-1 ,  k_>l,  goes to CO, m); moreover, if l>0  then, 
given m = (Q, (in, l) = (l/(l, no))~ o goes to O(m, l)eo, m) since 
o(Q, m, l) 1 
O(m, 1) = 
o(~ + 1, m, l) - (l, no) 
In order to achieve the inductive step, as in the construction of  the ~(m,l), we con- 
sider two cases: 
Case 1: m = m'~u, m'  = c/. . .  ~(0 "'" ~r, a <--- < y < p, 0 <""  < r< p. By construc- 
tion, 
o(m; 1) 
((re, t ) -  o(m,l)  ~(m"t)~+(-1)lm'l-1 nu o(m, l) rl(m"l)Cla' 
where rl(m;l) E ~s ' -  Icvl,t" + Ic/- 1 Ic~l such that 
6n(m; 0 = o(m',  lK(,,, z); 
hence, writing s=s(m),  t = t(m), etc., 
ri(m; i)c ~ ~ A s'- Icrl + [cu[,s' + t ' -  1 + Ic~l 
and 
6r](m, ' l)Cp ~ AS'+ levi, s'+ c+ It, l, 
and therefore 
r](m, ' i)Clz e 2~crl ]cr] + Icul' t+ J crl- let] 
since s=s' ,  t=t '+  [cu[- 1. Further, it is clear that ff~m;t)~u eZ~l .  By induction, 
~'(m; 1) goes to O(m', l)e<l, m') e z~" c. Hence ~¢m" t)~u goes to O(m; l)eo, m) E Z~ t whence 
(o(m', l ) /o(m, l)K<,,;O~u goes to 
o(m', 1) 
O(m" l)e(l, m) = O(m, l)e., m) e Z~ t. 
o(m, l) 
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,-~s+2,t-2 Since ?<a,  the group 2~11c'1+ Ic,[,t+ Icyl- IcA is a subgroup of the kernel ~lc, 1-2 of 
the extension 
O_._~ ~s+ 2, t-2_..~ ~s,t  ._.~ zs ,  t 
t'~lcut-2 {cut IcA ~0.  
It follows that (o(m', l)/o(m, l))((m" t)~u and ((m,l) have the same image in Z s't C Z~ "t, Ic, t 
and the desired inductive step is achieved. 
, /, , i . .~  .~ ,a<. . .<y</z ,  0<. . .<z</z .  Bycon_ Case 2: m=m c~, k>_l, m =ca. .. 
struction, ((m, t) = ~(m; I) ¢k. By induction, ~(m" l) goes to O( m ; l)eo, m, )e Z~ ;c. Hence 
((m, t) goes to O(m', l)eo, m) ~ Z~' t. Since O(m, 1) = O(m', 1), the desired inductive step is 
achieved. [] 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. The assertions are clearly true for/~ = 1. Assume by induc- 
tion that the statements hold up to some fixed/~___ 1. Write 
Elc, l = D~ (~ G~ 
where D a and G a are generated by those e(~ m), m e M u or m e M as appropriate, 
such that ~u does or does not occur in m, respectively. By induction, dlc A maps G u 
to zero and each e(u,m)~D u to (-1)e'(u'm)nue(u, ura). By induction also, a generator 
e(~ m) of EI¢~I has infinite order or order 1 as appropriate, or has order 0(/2, m, l), 
according as there does not or does occur in m some c~ or ~ with f l< p or ~, < p. 
Moreover, if e(u,m ) is a generator of D u, then e(u, um) has the same order as e(u,m ), 
which is infinite, or l, or o(l,a, m), as just explained. Thus dlc A restricted to 
Re~m) comes essentially down to multiplication with nu on R or R/o(12, m, l). 
Write Ku=ker(dlc A IDu). Since R satisfies (2.1), K u is generated by the elements 
o(~ m, l) 
eoa+ l'm) = O(la + 1, m,1) e(u'm) 
where m runs through those m e M such that ~ occurs in m and, if l = O, such that 
in addition m eMu+ 1; by Lemma 3.2, Re~+ l, m) =R/o(la + 1, m, l), and, since by in- 
duction e(~. m) has pre-image 0~,  m, l)e(i, m) e Z ~'t Ic. , e(u+ 1, m) has pre-image 
o(/a, m, l) 
O(l.t, m, l)e(1, m) = 8(/a + 1, m, l)eo, m) 
o(/~+ 1, re, l) 
which lies in Z s'tlcul+l, as ZI~A +1 is the pre-image in ZIc A of ker dl~ A- 
It is clear that dlc A maps Eic A entirely into G u. Let Lu=Gu/imdlcA, so that 
EIc, I + 1 = gu @ Lu. 
The group L u has, for each m e M u or m e M as appropriate so that ~u does not oc- 
cur in m, a generator (say) eo,+l,m ) which is just the image of  the corresponding 
member e04 m) of G u. Further, L u has for each such generator e0, + l,m) a defining 
relation 
O(lZ + 1, m, l)eo~ + 1, rrt) = O. 
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It is clear that ecu+~,m ) has pre-image 0(12 + 1, m, l)eo, m) which necessarily lies in 
ZIcA + 1 since Z}c,,} + 1 is the pre-image in Zic A of ker dlc,, I. Since for the generators of 
Lu, the requirements m ~ M u and m ~ M u + 1 in case 1 = 0 are the same, we have now 
verified that Eic, i +1 has the structure asserted for Eic~+~l in (i) and (ii). We have 
already observed that EIcA+I=EIcA+ a, since the differential J on A raises the 
filtration degree always by an even number. 
Next we calculate the differential dlc~l +a on Eic A ÷2. To this end let m EMu+ 1 or 
m ~ M according as 1 = 0 or l > 0. Write 
m = c/a i~_i~ i~ . . . . .  Cj ~QI c ,:y . . . .  . . -  
where fl < 12, y > 12, Qj _< 12, Rj + i > 12, and write 
m-:c~'~'"ci~p¢a, ""~a~, 
m+ = cy .'. c,~ ~as÷ , ... ~o = c~oj÷ , ." Ca,, 
so that m = rn_ m + in E 0. Notice that m ~ M u + 1 implies m_ ~ M~.  Since 
0(12 + 1, m, 1) = 0(U + 1, m_, 1) = 0(oo, m_, 1) = O(m_, l), 
in view of Lemma 3.3, 
((m-,t)m + ~ Z'IcA +2 
is a pre-image of 0(12 + 1, m,/)qL m)~ Z# t" Since we already know that the generator 
e~+l,m) of EIcA+ a has the element 0(12+ 1, m,1)e(l,m) of ZicA+2CZ a as pre-image, 
we conclude that dlc~l +ae(v+l,m) is represented by J((m_,t)m+. For simplicity, write 
Ra = {gi; ei > 12} C {01, g2, . . . ,  en }, and, for each i, j + 1 <_ i_< n, let 
ai  -- CCQi~(m_,l)¢gj+, " ' '  ~ i  ' ' '  ~n  • 
Then 
O~(m_,t)m+ = ~ (--1)i-lngi¢Ti •
gi ~ Ru 
This implies that dlc,,l+2e~,+l,m ) is zero unless 1%+,1=1c 1+2; we therefore 
conclude 
Elcul +z =""  =Elcu+l[, 
and the next non-zero differential is encountered on Eic,+~l. Moreover, if ~+1 
does not occur in m, clearly dlc,+,leO~+l,m)=O. However, if ~u+l does occur in m 
so that, maintaining the above notation, g j+ l=12+l ,  and so dlc~÷~leO~+l,m ) is
represented by (-1) Jnu+ffr j+l.  Now Cry+ 1 goes to O(12+l,(12+l)m,l)eo,(u+l)m ) 
under the obvious map, and j is the number of  ~ , ' s  in m with ~<12+ 1. 
Since 0(12 + 1, (12 + 1)m, l)e(1,(u + l)m) goes to e(u + 1.0,+ l)m), 
dlc,+ t le¢u + 1, m) = ( -  1) ~°~u+ 1, m)nl~+ le¢u + 1, (u+ Ore)" 
Hence (i)-(iv) are now verified. Assertion (v) follows immediately from the multi- 
plication rule in A,  combined with (i). [] 
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Corollary 3.4. Under the hypotheses of  Theorem 3.3, Eo~ has, for each m ~ M~ or 
E ~t m E M according as l= 0 or l > 0 respectively, an additive generator e(m ) ~ ~o, 
s=s(m), t= t(m), which is the image of [(tm./)] eHA(C,n), and a defining relation 
o(m,  l)e(m ) = O. 
The multiplicative structure of Eoo is given by the rule spelt out in (v) above, for 
/.1=00. 
The proof of Theorem 2.1 is now immediate. In fact, in the passage from 
HA(C, n) to the associated graded algebra E~o, the orders of the additive generators 
are preserved, by Corollary 3.4, and therefore HA(C, n) and E~o are even (additive° 
ly) isomorphic. Notice again that in case R is torsion free it suffices to consider the 
case R = Z. 
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